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Reading teachers and learning 6isailities teachers too often view each
(,

. other with suspicion. Although much of this suspicion 1.04'due to the realities 4.,

of competition all.er funding and- access to students, a great de'al of mistrust is
,r-

a result of mutual ignorance about each, other's fields. This bibliography isS
an attempt to provide a list of reAdingA for_both reading specialists and,LD-

specialists who wish to learn more about. the other discipline. Readings have'',.,

AL .... ,
been grouped into six major categories: overview of the controversy; labels

and.serVices; language; linguistics, and reading; cognition and reading; tools

-f,or identifying learning or reading problems; and educational strategies.

Each article e4has a general annotation, followed by two critical-arai2toltions.

The annotations tharked LD were written by Peg Sherry, a, learning disabilities .

program support teacher. The RT annotations were written by Dixie Lee Spiegel,

//
a,reading specillistir. The critical annotations were included for two reasons:''

s
1

1) To indicate the extent to which a member*of one discipline agrees or disc

.agrees with an
.
author reprepenting the other discipline; and 2) to indicate to

_ .

/.

what degree a specialist'considers valid or representative the comments of an
t- .

4 .

author .from her, own field. Improved canmunication between 'the two fields will

come about onliyif specialists are 'familia with the.theoriee
,

and practices of ,

..; ,

r..

w .

_ both fields. FurthermoKe, specialists need to .be aware of how practitioners: . ,
,,, -. % f

,,--.._ in the, other discipline react to the,theoriesand practices of their own field.
4''' 4,i.1

.....-

We hope that the more teachers' read about each other's field-and communicate
... . 1,--

- 4

with each other, the better will be their understanding of the many points Of

6/ . ,
, . . ...

.' --7

common interest. Concentrating on these common interests and the pZimary

l'' ...-..
goal for both groups -- nel@ing Children learn -- shoUld help r solve any

.

ii.
;-

-
. .

the apparent diydrences between learning disabilities teachers and reading .

V'
.

teachers.

, 3 /
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I. Ov rView

Brown, V. & Botel, . Dyslexia: Definition or treatment? (ED 058 014) 1972. ,

et.

o

Brown and Botel review the literature, bout dyslexia published after 1955.
.- ., .

Their discuss problems in defining and diagnosing dyslexia andldescribe .

1
.

.

approaches.various treatment p An annotated bibliography.is included.
a

I{ .
.

,
.. _

LD: This thorough review will'helpLD teachers develop an

understanding of the broad issues regarding reading-dbabilitiei.

Of special interest .is the section on assessment, WhiChAdiffer-
t

entiates between assessments that describe the reading-statts---of

the learner and those that evaluate the proceles by which the
,

%.*
.

.

child learns to read. Emphasis is given to the latter approach.'

RT: The authors', warning that no one method is appropriate for

disabled readers may cause teachers who are certa.i they have

found "the" answer to re-evaluateheir programs.

h

Burnett,-R.W.- Role of the reading teacher in learning disorders.

4

%

J. Hartstein (Ed.), Current concepts,in dyslexia. 4St. Louis: C.V. Mosby

Co., 1971..

Burnett, a reading teacher gives an atterview of the place of-remedial

reading' instruction it the total educational process and ()alines what a

eadlnkteidher dos tO- help a disabled. reader.. The author concludes with

a :reminder that, children learn differently and at different paces and that
4

labelling-children should be discouraged:

4
-2-

4
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AT: The article appears to be a representative statement of the

issues from the reading teachees vtewpoint Bgrnett-accurately yoides

- the concern of many reading specialists that learning disabilities

- teachers often involve the chi in. therapeutic strategies that have

little ;r elevance to what it is-the child is. expected to learn. In

'addition, Burnett points out, read/hg teachers,oftem view the -LD staff

'as "outsiders" who have ;little expeiience in the 'real world. One es-

pecially valuable insight offered is that reading and le ning disa-P

'bilities teachers often follow the same procedures but communication ;,

between the two disciplines fails because 'the procedures. have dif-

farent labels.

LD: LD' teachers -.will gain tremendous insight into reading, reading

.
.

.
,

programs, reading teachers, and
.

the PrObleis surrounding the .current
; . . ,

debate betWeen LD and reading specialists. Burnett presents in a

professional manner the issues Which must be addressed in order t©
.

serve the severely disabled 'reader'. The article opens an:avenue for

.
. .

/

be ter communication between the two disciplines.
.

.
/

/

.Fieshour,-F.W. Dyslexia:. A sure cure. Elementary ,EngliSh, 1974, 51,

864-865;1 893.

., . . - ,.. .

Freshour ' S .sure cure is to stop using the :term. He- sugigests that 'energies

. .' .

, .".
are better spent fin determining Children's specific strengths awl-weak-

w .

nesses rather, than.in labeling the children themselv4.
/

/
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uRT: Using a delightfl mildly sarcastic stYl
.

a

out the confusion resultirig'fmn the 1:se tf "
$

a myriad of types of reading and/or learning

article would provide a good introduction:to

of reading disabilities.
/, 1

-

e, Freshour points

dyslexi10' to label

disabllities.. ;This

problems An the field

.

LD:" Amen: This brief, /succinct article may help clarify, theen-

fusion in termindlogy.in regard to learning disabilities and,

severe reading disabilities.: 0

41

Keeney; A.H. & Keeney, N:T., (Ed.) Dyslexia: Diagnosis and treatment of
t

reading disorders. St. Louis: C.V. - Mosby, C,., 1966.

1.

Ce*.
Thilbook.is a collection of fourteen'ar4icles by specialists from educe-

fir:
5

tion, medicine,4and psychology. The-book deals with, definition, etiology,

characteristics,andmanagemedt and treatment of dyslexia.

/
,RT: Keeney and Keeney 's book is intended to be used primarily-by

.Wedical practitioners. However most ckf_the articles--can be easily
.

---_Jindwrstood by educators with only limited knowledge _of physiological

terms. The-authots in general present a conservative viewpoint -about.:

the problem of dyslexia and offer no magic cures. For the reading

=7:e.

teacher the book is useful because it plates Various problems that

_

are often correlated with reading disability -- such as poor eye move-
' -

metts, mixed dominance, and motor ,control ---in the proper perspective.

TheAuestion mid answer chapters following each-main s ctrioq of the

text are especiallyvaluable for the reader who may have found, that

his or:her.speCific questions were not answered iA the basic articles.

a.

t

r
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f.

LD: The explanations of medical terminology may help teachegs

Ir to understaAd rePorts.of neurological examination. -Although no lo

4

remediation suggestions are given, some valuable suggestions are

made in the final chapter about needed research. A lucid over-

view

ik --
6

is given of various classifications of dyslexia; but the '

overview does' little to discriminate between learning disabilities

and ,dyslexia.

Lerner, J.W. Reeding and learning disabilities. Elementary English,

-1973, 50, 265 -269.

, -.

Lerner gives a short overview of the LD field-and a review of several areas
,

. .

of concern in LD: diagnostic-teaching, sensory-motor and perceptual-motor

ip

development, perception, memory, language, cognition, and maturational,

psychological, and social factors.

RT This brief article can

more than,just dece4ng and

serve as a reminde r' that reading is

that many factors contribut e to the -

child's success in reading. Lerner's inclusion.of_sensOry and

',perceptual-motor development as an area-OrCi5nCetii, in-spite of
-

i 4
her own-conclution that research has not supported the importance'i/

of these skills to academic achievement, is indicative of the
1 -

/
reluctance that the speqial

interest in this area.

e catio field has to give up

/

I
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LD: ,This,article could assist LD and reading teachers,who are
- .

:-.

.

y

concerned with overlap and duplication in their-professional arenas.

r (
The author describes ftom her perspective thedifferent areas of in-

4

4- 4.

terest t each field and concludes that the research in each field

should be beneficial to both.

sr

Money, J4 (Ed.). The disabled reader. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press,

The boOk is a collection of papers on topics ranging from the origirand

correlates ofreading disability through specific techniques for remediation.

Five case studies are also included.

RT:- The choice of papers is excellent; a very wi &e range of opinion

and emOhasis is represented. This diveisity in approach helps to _

underscore that no single cause exists for reading disability, that

u no, single type ofteadingdisability, eiists,,and logically, no single

"cUre"'is likely to-be found.

LD: .The averagcLD teacher may be overwhelmed by the, broad range of

topics. However specific papers critiquing techniques and - giving

options ate very "helpful'. The case.ptudies with listing of assess-

.

mept tools are useful.

t

Sartain,'HA., Larsen, S.C., and Stick,.S. Who shall teach the LD ,child?
, .

Journal of Learning Disabilities,1976, 9, 488- (Symposium)
;

-

In this series 6f articles, repreSentatives fr -hree discipliries pre-

sent their perceptions of.the,role of the 'reading specialist; the

lharning disabilities teacher, and the speech pathologist in,the educa

tion.of the learning disabled child.
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kT: Sartain tends to*be too
.

specific.when he describes the

procedures and techniques used by a reading specialist, Many
s.

, /.

a

good reading teachers do use these techniques, but other approaches .

. ,.. . .

1
.r

are equally valid and successful. Sartain also appears to favora

very restricted def
) O / 4

inition of a learning disability. In ,general,

a
,

however, the article gives a clear gresentation be issues and

of the services usually available Outside of special education to

children witi reading problems.

As Larsen describes the academic approach to identification and.

reftediation, no-differences emerge between what as good remedial

reading teacher does and the 'procedures of the' learning disabilities

I

teacher. Larsen apkears-io-assume that children with severs

academic disabilities will be seen by the'D feacher.;I nd these

with only "mild Underachievement" will be-taught,by thettading:

specialist. However Larsen offers little rationale for or proof

oOthis division of 5esponsibilities. His final suggestion

that children be helped 'by professiOnala who have been chosen-on,

-'the bast i of theii particular competencies and not heoaute of their.

labels =- is helpful, but this solution assumes that reading, 4,

arid,speecb. professionals are all available within he school. Too

often an either/or decision has been made-when hiring personnel.

Stick has a rather narrow view Of,the role.of the.classroom teacher.

In addition he'places too.much0
emphasis on 'the importance'of language

.
.aI . t

-

.

in reading.. Stick does .express well many of the aBects
.

of tile re-
,

.
lationship.between reading and language but he ignores the unique

7 . , . .

' problems 'that are inherent in reading because it is written language.

9,
0

to
4
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He also seems uipware that any reading teachers are well versed

in language development and psycholinguistics.

-

LD:'. These articleslre most us eful :When read together. They art

of particular interest to LD teachers whp,are sseydng to defint the

parameters of responsibility. The-issues are fairly well identified

and needed recommendations are'made for cooperative efforts, mutual
4-__ -

respect, professional self-evaluation, and a reappraisal'ofskilka

p
needed to instruct the LD students. The articles shdUld.prompt LD

teachers to questicin what their own competencies are in relation to ,

I's.

those of other available professionals.

\\

_Symposium No. 11\'Remedial reading and learning disabilities,: Itre

they the,Same or different? 'Journal of Special Education, 197i 9,
, .

. r

117.-181.

. -

This symposium series focusei on :important issues.tha
41

tl?
f

fields of learning disabilities and
.

remedial read
.;

4

a lead article, by Leinet, seven reaction articles Yr
J. -

reading, and)other fidlds, and a rebuttal by Lerner.

tapparent1Tdivide-

ing. The series has

specialists in ID,.

.,

. ,
r

. . . .

"- RT: Lerner, who is,introduced as'hav ng a background in both
, .

remedial
A' 1 16,7

eading and LD, has a very liMited concept of what,i'tadinfit''

1.4 is and what

rogram- --

struction.

reading_ teacher does. She has chosen a very, restrIctiVe
, . !

. -,'41

a skills management program -- to exeMISItfy'reading

4=7
,*,%;

In addition:liter assertion that teachers-of-reading

ti

4

Perceive readig growth.as a series of precise and necessary deveiop.- ..P

O , . --.. '1;`,11:-,X--..

mental stagesiS unwarranted and shows little contact with:practitibmerir
.,_ - .... ,

. .

or current reading programs.

10

1
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LD: The article is- restrictiveestrictive in itsjoverview of-the 'concerns'

1 A e s r .of.bo Ath reading and iiifieisi.

RT: .Kirk takes Lernento task gor presenting a simpliSfic view

of both%fields. Kirk herself hasip brOader View of 'reeding.., <In

,o A

addltibn she makes the important point. that there ate many kinAs

"Ibf reading problems,and that many of these problems have extrinsic
. t.

causes and are not' due to a Learning disabilityby anyone's defi-
.

ni ion.

--,\

LD: .Kirk highlights, some of the different emphases in each file,

.

focutinF on'tetmintlop that appears to cause misunderstanding.
.

i ".
/

.

Rt: As-did Kirk, Lint emphasizes that not all' reading. problems are
' .

leaing disabilities. She 'alsecr(ticizes Lerner's implicit
-

assumption that basic'agreement,egsts within each field..

,

.

.

06;i List's model ofdirerlap between the two fields helps put this

, ,

confusing issue in better perspective. Her emphasis on the lack of

.Lagreement within4each field is thought - provoking. H ofreview of the
.

IO,
research is good.'.

. _

. ,

.Tf For the teacher of readingwho may be uhfamiliar with the LD
4. 1 . 4),

/ ',.fields Newcomer's article is an important supplement tolernerls. '

I
,

.

;Newcomer stresses that man of the theories in the LD field are dn-
. , -

it

A
proven.--Thecprocess model inxparticular isattacked for not haviit

7

shOwn a relatignship to reading or otter areas of academic achieve-

ment. Newcomer points out the lack-df- Validity and reliability,in-
0

Most instruments used'by LD-'teachers to diagnose precise.areas df',
4

deficit*, i.
<

4

faa

1
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a

LA: Newcomer's well documeiited article gives her view f th9 rjor

weaknesses 'within the LD 't

.-
t "there is r

noshdrtage of children'With'reading probleMs" and that specialists

from bothoth. eisciplines.might be employed to serve them re well taken.

RT: -Senf criticizes Lerner .for her' emphasis only on tl e differences

.1

...hetween the two fields ,rather than op the areas of'bot agreement

.

\I

and disagreement. He also suggests other practical diestions that

might be of interest to o-the reading teacher who must compete with

. *-

'the LD teacher for both students and funding. 1

, s'

LD: ,Senf's emphasis on the Separate training progrims, admihistra-

tive procedures, and professional organizations, and on potential-
**J w

competitiOn for funding andstudents is of enormous importance.to the

LD teacher. Consideration of these points shtiiad promote self-evalua-

tion of crireer and persOil 1 objectiveS.

. 1."

RT: jakupCak suggests three areas of'inquiry that might
N6 t

unite.the

two fields within a broader framework. the readingsteicher should,

I

consider carefully Jataipcak's"suggestion of psing a specific behavioral
,_.

description of, howan individual child performs a' reading task rather.

.

than a checklist of-labels and esoteric terms.,-. '

J -

.

. - , % .

LD: Jakupcales attempt to seek broader"areas of unificailon.between

- - .
,

. .

the twolields should appeal tothe LD teacher whose primary concern

lies wtth the student's academic progress and successes rather than

with underlying prOcesaes. sr I

A

it

1 t
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RT: .Adams attacks ociassificatipn approach tdta, ling with°.
,

A .

= .2%;
I _

children wi44-.04dingprOblems for not helping thw,teacheraecide.40
, .. .

' 'what-of how'to tesCh: :She suggests that -Piagerian theory maY *pro= '
r. ,

__ .... 6 ' ' t

/ - .', 1
.

e:yidefa moreTAVint model for-reading develppment. However* Adams'
.

, J
...., i,,

..t

description Of the 'role of-Piagetiin,theory in,readlnk isindomplete
, . - 1 ,7

1).,
0

andV

'aks specific auggestiens. for the teacher' of rending.
,'..4; 4

,

? . . .
.

.4 .

'v,
.

.
.

-
. .

- . ,I A
.1 . 1

LD: Adgmb' descriptionn of cognitive developpient tend ifs relatibnship

4..

.

.o le'aining,tO-read may provide-information fob the t,D teacher not yet'

familiar witirthese concepts.' However the article is .overly general

-and resent simplistic;kiew of the relationship between cognitive

/. developmentand,reading There is little infOrmation-6-show howthese:,,

Concepts relate tp the. -'LD child.

1. ,-* I

i -, 4.-

4,-

%; \
, RT: Kline.criticizeaLerner's unbalancedtreatient of the two fields

a'

. -

nd her;high-hg.nded technique of assigning. spokespersons for LD and
..

. -v.

1, 6
1.. .. ,

reading Kline- suggests the real problems may be economically and .
,.'\ 4. -

,- .

.-- politically based: - -."territOry, tenure, and training." 1,
.,-

.te,- ii, 9I , %.'

1. 't

V r
LD: liper's'very-broad scope in dealing with.the/readinsVLD issue,

NL-s,

,

, provide d the LD teacher` with more "fuel" for examining ihow.Jrkii-or ,.,
, _.,.....,

,..` her instructional techniques relate, to the individual learner'...` 'Cline's

-.
.' .

statement that."the'field of reading snMes the,entire field of
.. a i,

learning'disgbilti
.

s open to quest
.

'
-4, .

RT: LernersvrespOnse siiMmarizes many of the-respondents! criticisms,

and defends her emphasis on 'the disparities between the two fiellis.e
4

) =

She oftenrfails to respond to the major_ issues wised.
- 4

t

A.,. /00$
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0

J 1

, ,-,

LD: LerndOrd final responsetdoes-little more than summariz, She.

off wfenel argqmentt in defense of. her position. The symposium
0 t

..i, `,series self is an excellent compOsIte of theissues,,and while it
% . . . *

.does,hot proIlde answers, it structures and redefines those issues.

sI

Swarthout, G. and Swarthout, V. Whales to see the. New York: VOubfeday4

197.5; r

The authors tell the, story of a field trip -bya class of neurologically

*aired children _to see-whiles

411rThis sensitive-book would be an excellent introduction, to the

..
.

LD.fdeld for `both teschers,and.intermediate level children. The
. ..

emphasis bn medication'for the Ltidhild was'a bit strong, 11Chiever.

, LD: . The book'is certain'to appeal to parents as well gs to inter-.

mediatb level children. It has a gOod.human.reiations focus and is
.

.

.a,gentle and-aymfethetic presentation of the problems thafkneurologicaily--

impaiied children have,in doping with daily social pressures. The

teacher's attempts t6cdeal with behavior qhrolith love and understanding,

P

are interesting in. light of the behavioral emphasis in many LD programs.

Unfortunately, there was too, much unquestionink acceptance of the.bene-
,

fits of medication.

.e

14
-12-,

.
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II.. , Labels. And Services-.

-

4

.

Artley, A.S. SmidHarNdin, V.B. A current dilemma: Readineliisah4.1-ty., . .

or -learning diSabilityl The Reading'Teadher,-1976,.29', 3617366.

A

,5

4

6'-Artley and Har la;review,.the.history,of the controversy over reading

and learning di's rlailities, briefly discuss. cdirent points-of tAsagreement

-or confusion, and make some suggeltiOne for resolving the dilemma., ,

14-

--
t,

RT:' The authors make the excellent suggestion that,broader.
: ,

:training in learning theory, diagnostic techniques, and remedial
._,

.
_

practices is necessary for specialists in both fltld.
, Too.doften

1 7,

*

reading.teachers receive a minimum ofstheoretical ba%kground and

learning disabilties teachers ,receive too little training in applying

theory to the actual education ofUe child.

.

- LD: The authors wisely suggest' th4Pliot4 groups need to give up 4

A

2,

categbrical labels and vested interests in order to diagnose and
.,

-,. -
. , - it

treat students based on educationalneeds. ,The authOrs'-stress on
0. , t

/ . .

the "in-child" :deficit is -in agreement with theirtriterpretation of
A

, . x 4

the 1968 igaticipal Advisory Committee's recommendeddefinition,of LD.

However, readers should be aware that that definition.k. undergoing

change. .

Hartman; 14.C. and Hartman, R.K. 'Perceptual handicap or reading aisability?

The Reading Teacher, 1973, 26, 684-,95..
4`l

-
+1

The authors discuss from a reading-teacher #s viewpoint the differences

in diagnostic and remediation techniques used by reading tea ers.and LD

-13-

'15
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A

". , ,-

A e'

. v
teachers. They-oonciyde that a .false-dichOtomyAtias teen createdrby, ,

. .

"-- ^6ifferilig terminology, diagnostic, 6°01, and training and that indeed

t

"most specialists Fe probabley loging-at,the,,same,readingproblemi

O

ctgr-k

. .

from different vantage points."
.14

LD: This article is a somewhat cursory, over=iimplificatIon ofa

complex issue. The article may beOf benefit-to ID teachers'who,
.4h

.

are unaware of how the LD field is sometimes perceived'by other
,

specialists.

kir

RT: The review of proceduNs wed by both LD and reading teachers.

leads.thisader to Conclude that alth&gh there may be little or

:e

no differenceim.thetype of-child seen by ,specialists of the two

fields, a great dichotomy does exist.between'the-theories and practices

of the two fields. The extensive, bibliography should be of interest
40

to reading teachers who want to 'become familiar with research into

process training.

I

a

Kline, L.W. Label not the learner. '4The-Reading Teacher, 1973, 45i-3

In this editorial Kline warna,against simplistic labelling\ Labelling

in itself doesn't help solve the problem.' In addition, lab is are harmf

:ftbktause they usually become permanent-and often.exclude otil ren,in need

If help who precisely fit a si)ecific 'narrow label.

, .
..,.-

,.... .

,

. . * t

RT Kline mat es the excellent point that our preeenCstate f
e

ledge dOesnot permit,ua to tag each cbildyith a specifiC
f ,L .d...

I
.

label. His warning of the dangers of catlegoriiing children with
^r

several learninivroblemq,under a single label should be noted.

"$_

kt
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40,

\

1
,

Kline pleads for defining-labels for constructive purpo .
,

\

He also identifies funding requirements as a primary so .E

04 misuse of-
es,

, , \

Lane, P. Let's deal from a straight deck. Journal` of Learrilt 1DiSabilities,

19,76, 9 8 -10.

I,

Editor Lane attacks the.1976 IRA resolution on learningdisabi ties-.

Both the resolution itself and Lanes reactio'to it are presen ed

RT: Much of Lane's negative response to th resolution must seem
, .7_

,

warranted e4 One 'in
.
The LD field. As a! result of .ci promise and

\

perhaps as al result of the very_forcea Lane fuspects; the iesolution4
'\' ',

doedaPpear to-be an attack on the LD discipline. However, Lane ails

to recognize many of the real sues expressed in the resolution.

'

.

Funding is being provided for;-mar programs that do not have e4iri'Oal--
40- -

,,

'support for their claims; chil he being.misclassified so'thatl
. . .

. ;they wtl1l receive help,_from.sameone because no -other programs are \

.v ' 1

`,2', .

available;__LD teachers are giVing r,elipg,instrtictionAdthout any ,

...
. , . ,

,.

training in reading. The resolution's call for training iri both i

'

areas is a positive Stet) toward healing the rift between the twer

-,
1

disciplines.

LD: This is -an extremely importaptarticle.:TheAriticalraspect of

both the resolution and, the article lies in the emotiona l tone of beth
..,-. 1., .

. 0 .
.

and in the apparenIt breakdown: of rational communication between the

.4-,twd professions.
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III. uage,Linguisticis, and Reading

FaIns, R. Linguisticfs and phonics. The Readi eacher,-1973, 26,

477r4824.

:Emans reviews misconceptions abOut phonics and it relation, to

linguistics. Emans'emphasizes-trit need,for systematic :Beginning

reading instructions with teacher's understanding that linguistic
.

fs:"

theories.unuat be- dified.by-theo s from Other disciplines and'',

. . effective -p actice nthe rclassrocimP,,-- ±

.

.LA: Theislirticle ,overview of linguistic applicatiots to

beginning feed ng and may help to broaden underslanding-of what-:

oes on,,in the act of read go Many piase held by V'teaCheEe

rg arding reading instructio could be 'dispelled. ,

. lkm

ns'
.

ns cautions regarding the implications of linguistiCs
. .

t

for reading instruction e ere specially.important beca use of'the
i ,

, 1

current rend' in uting the -linguistic label on all reading'
-1

,
1

- .-
mittrials 414 analysis may lead teache4s to view suchmaterlard.

more tritiealiy and o/evoid bei g seduced by the -magic word,--

linguistics.'
! A

Fagan,Wait,TtansformationS and comprehension. The'aeading Teachers,,19774.- A,

I

25; 169-172.,

I



,

.

r

Fagan.reports the results of a,studythat in estigated the effects on.
, \

, .. ,

comprehension, of number and types of traAsfo tions in written passages./

.
.

The findings' indicated that certain kinds of transformations are associated

with problems .in comprehension, that the number 'of transformations within a,*.-
. , . .,

sentence does not
i
seeth to be important, an.dNthat.the compiehepsion of indi-.

, -

..,.. . \ ,
vidual sentences-was more affected by tran fOrmation's than ims'the cbmpee-

r

0

hensicin of the whole passage. Implications or instruction were included.

RT: Fagan present's the topic of transfOrma onal grammar sOccinctiy.
;

e-he t 'her- of r eading-vand-clearly. -The' article,can-serke-tointrod

1 I .

to an important variable in comprehension, The uggestion of making'

students aware of the redundancy of the language is especially-valuable
- .

to teacher of cAilaien whb are having difficulties n to read.

LD: The Tp_leaCher may gain

reading comptehansion and

implications Should be investigated

1-4
1

insights it to the interact* beta e,'

linguistic. structure. Specif1 instruotional

for use with LD students with,

reading or language. deficits.

_.....I ,
' a,

Hodges, R:E.,and Rudgrf; D./H. Language aild learning to read. Bostdti:.)." --"
.

,

."

Houghtoli Mifflin;-l91)
.

. ,

r.--

.

f\
,

. , ' ---,>,
- 40

i. ,-

The, editors have lit-ought together yritings'of nineteen. oniributors from

several fields "to stow tha ,-;,.gfect ve reading instruction 1.s.based'upbW

i

an understanding of.languag and ho children use it. "' -k-The eight sections
, .

4,

ran- ge from the theoretical onstruc

application of theie constructs

. i

717

to

s of linguistics to the practical

siructigq.



,

I.

LD: While the essaysan this Collection are'not concerned

/

specifically Withlearning disabilities; the information'abouti

reading and language Is highly important tothe LD teacher
_ _

searching for ways to meet students' individual reading and

language needs.

RT:' The book is an excellent blendiof theory and',prabt The

r
concepts, are presented soliclearly:tht the book could serve as an

-. ' -
,

.,

'introduction to psycholinguistics and reading for someone with..
. .

,only a basicYbackground in reading theory:

(

Smith, F. The role of prediction ih ~ElementaryElementary English,-1975,

52005-311.

r

Smith defines prediction as "the prior elimination of, unlikely alternati4s"

and,deionstrateil how prediction is absolutely necessary in speaking, listening'

i1
, ,

,
... -

t

.

' . and reading. I

,

RT: SmithYsilaiticle provides severeft'stronk arguments for teaching

children to-read fully-foimed language and not isolated lists of
1

words or contrlved, unrealistic sentences.

LD: The -author's description of predictive strategies may provide.

LD teachera with insights into new areas for instructional inter--
?

ventidn and programming.

\

:2.
-18-
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Wlig, E.H. and'Semel

0 .

disabled adolescents.

1

.-_Productive language abilities in learhing

.
Journal of Learning 1p.sabilties, L975, 13, 45-53.

This study compared productive language Allis of LD and academically

achieving st4

$'
found in the

eras., Several spedifid deficits in expressive languase were

adolescents. The authors interpret these defisitss Judi-
,

cativ, of delays in some aspects of 'cognitionandof semantic categorization.
. ,

. .

The authors suggest these delays are related to're duction in the ability to

(

. .
retritve verbal labels and syntactic structures..

. -- -

RT:. Wiig hand Semel's study could have impOrtant ImplicatiOn's
= ,

for 'ttie use-dr17:1 reading 'for diagnosis of reading difffcuLtieS.

More research is needed to

deficits to

the

4.4

teading.:Arhaps t4his

show the' relationship Of these verbal '

research in pgii. could cortare

LD students.oral and silert reading comprehenslon of

rF
-'_ .1

J.
This article Ogntains research of great

,,- ,

concerned with the language deficits of their students. The,
. %

. '. ,.%,

descriptions of theite4ts an+-the analyses made on the basis

iuterest.to LD teachers

tests are particularly y-Usefull

detailed

of these

r
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Tie

IV. 'Cognition and Reading

COX, M.B. The effect of conservation ability -On reading competency.t;S"
The ,Reading Teacher; 1976,'30,*251-258.L

Cox reports a study that shoi4e4 that children who were reading at or
$

above grade level were better At conservation tasks than children:
.

e

reading below grade'level. Cox.gives detailed descriptions of the tasks
-

used and theorizet why failure to understand conservation may be related

to failure fo learn 'to read.
4

RT: Cox's explicit descriptions
.

of the conservation taski should be

helpfulto those interested inthese_theories. Her explanations of

the relationship'of these' conservation tasks to reading. we're most

.persdagive.

-LID: The article would. be of special interest to,anyone'searching

for alternative reasons-for why learning to read is particularly dif-

ficult for some beginning readers.

-

Crump C. Teachers, questions, and cognition. Educational Leadership

1970, 27,.657 -659.

The article reviews the kinds of-questions and the pestof cognitive
.

response that such questions evoke. Crump points out that teacheri(tfre-,

quently limit thinking by asking only memory-type qdestions.

--- 22
-20=
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.

, rn
I , - ..

. .

-
IX: This thougfit='provoking-article suggests

_

another focus for

looking at what the teacher is requiring in Ipstruction. Hopefully
2' _

_ -._ __Y
_ .,o 4.,;,-i..

the article will prompt teachers to assess the4tindS.of questions

they ask. If teachers.agkedthe right kinds of questions, they might

avoid "wrong' answ --
..

,

IF'

.. .

RT: The report of the author's teserach is too sketchy,to be of Much

value. t Crumpti recommendations for improving teacher questiCning are
tr

'useful and the bibliography includes Many of the "classics" that deal

teacher questioning.
I

Gaudia, G. The Piaget4.4n 41emmairt What does PiSget really have to say to

N

' teachers? The Elementary School Journal, 1974, 74, 481-492..
t

This article presents a cadtionar7 review of Piaget's ',rationale as it may

.

or may not apply'to classroom pradtices. The author indicates that Piagei,
. ,

is more concerned with investigation than with educational application.

The article rises again the historic "nature/nurture" controversy and at-
.

tempts'to relate Piagetianithqories to it.

LD:

e-

,Gaudia's tomments may stir uneasy questions 0 to how an,LD

studentrs delelbpment "fits into" Piaget's stages-pf cognitive develop-

ment. Aslotedown in the current rush to develo-P.programs based on

r

cognitive stages seems to be needed..

,

RT: Educators tend to gragp madly at new labels, hoping that at last

the magic pili_fOr 1 iing 'problem6 has been found. Ttaiet'so, says
4 4

.Gaudia.

23
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. %

Lavatellie C.S. ,Piaget's theory applied -to an early childhood OurridUlum.

'Boston: AperiCan Science and ;Engineering, Inc., 1970. / ,or --...-.

. , . ' ...,. .

4 .
. - ., .

,
. ,

Lavatelli reviews theories of intellIgende, early childhood educOion,and-
,

1, ...--\-_-
i

. ....

. ).
.41.a61,'s developmental theory, She then suggests instructional guiaWIllee

4

. , '' .

I ' .-%" .....

endeteth fl ques that will'helP to stiulate and, guide children4s,cognie
,

,- -

.

and langu ge development. ..

. 1
A

--- k
..

161"Thi is a good bookNfOr LD teac era who 'need to understand the
.

i

. a." .,

relation hip between cognitive development and language: ',Specific
. \

.

attlyities suggested by Lavatelli are-excellent assessment tools, if

,--

one folloc s a cognitively based Curriculum. .

- _ , A 7..

RT:' The book is a thorough, coMprehe4sible'introduction to plaget;'
*

^understand 'ble evenby a,reader completely unfamiliar with Piagetien
2 :

concepts.

1- *

nfortunat.ely, the section7'ondialect does not reflect

.`-

urrent.thing or research and views dialectal difference
.

deficient, iot just different. I
4.130

MacGinitie, Difficulty will logical opefations. The Reading Teacher,.

1

1976, 29, 271- 75. . I

.

8acGintie.looks at'the logical processes teachers, demand of children during

,..

instruction. decries how analogue lessons were developed-to study the

difficultrof'qe reasoning require& in these lessons.
W

1

rt.T: This article should help teachersbecome.avare of the processes

that underlie the faaksthay require of children: Hopefully,teachers.
",41,

will develop a questioning attitude toward the manuals. on which they

often depend tso heavily.

-22-,

24
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t
LD( The article may benefit" kg teachers sein several ways:' It can

, .

c °4 . 6 '
increase awareness of the complexity of directions in teachers' manuals;

., .

-. . '. . .
it.refteratea Ilyvery little yeido Imourabout the processes,childreg

.
;..

go throyeinlearning to'read; it gives'several exceileneraxamplea of
rf 4 _. \ . , .

techniques that teachers night use in exploring'4y children are haVing,
f .

difficulty -with reading; and it may "cause teachers to question whether
t . - , --, -

. 4

the fault lie's within the child or with:the instructional techniques.

7

Roberts, K,P. ,Piaget s theory of conservation and reading readine9.
.

The Reading Teacher,.1976, 30, 2467250.

%,
loberta discusses the theory of conservation and reviews research. that'

.

has found conservatiOnto be related to reading readiness. She also
_ _

reports that research has shown that, the-abili,tyio;CogierVe'can be

, .

provedbwith training.

RT: The theories disdgssedin this article should be IztIi'articular

/ y

interest to teachets of kindergarten and first gr de children. The

article would Kaye been of, even more 'value had testsof conservation

ability'been described in d'etail.'

d

'LD: This article should be of,speciarinterest to LD teachers of

-1 primary,agg LD students. A-heightened awareness, of the role that

conservatpn development may have in reading development may.en-#

ouragethe LD teacher 0! pursue evaluitidg of a:student's ability

conserve in addition to the usual evaluation of reading abilities.

,

-23-* 5
4
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IP. Tools tot:Identifying Learning or Reading Problems

. Bradley,- J.M.

7
I

%

Evaluating. reading achievement for placement in

.

Speoial education. Journalof Special Education,, 1976, 10, 237,p445r .
t .... _ . _..- ........

.

. .

Bradley suggests that research is needed on the validity_of achievement

..-------t .

' '-tests'used for placement in special education. He reports the ;tesults

...
. .

of a study of the'predictive validity of three reading Achievement tests,
1 . -

for placing' students in basal readers. The results'of the study show

''that 2 of the-3 tests (the WRAT and the Gilmore Or al Paragraphs),ov&:-

4 -

placed a laige percentage of the\students.

.

RT: Bradley's study should 4,6 6f ,interest to both 'regular anti
.

special edncatorswho 44 administer and:Interrref,sfandardized'
-...

. 4 tests: The results of this study confirm other research that shows
__

I.

/-

that the'WRAT--especially,,Ove
IN
s oyerinflated_scores. And yet this

.1 . .

test is still common y used by psychologists, and others to measure

reading achievement.

,

LD: the information about specific reading tests will help ID

.

teachers better understand reading evaluation'al will give

direction for chooting tests which are mosevalid for evaluating

students.

Carroll, A.W. classroom' as an ecosystem. Focus on Exceptional
,

_Children, 1974'0 6,1-11,
.

a A

A

A-

4-

4'26
-24--
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. 1

,
.

1

k %4

Carroll exploreslfrOm the cognitive dissonance viewpoint an ecological
.-,-, . .. . .._

r_ r ., , .

.yodel for studying the interaction.between,the'learner and the environ7
., .

4-

ment. e proposes that an exatilin&tion4bi m "of the expectations of

the environment. J. system for assessing the learner, the environment,

and "-the interaction of the two isdescribed. \

,

O. 0 .........., ,

. . Yr ....' i
e el 0 $.

4 .

LD: The article may-) help teachers to think about what constitutes
%. . .

the inability ;o.learn and from what various pergloeCtives we should
,.:

,

consider learning problems. The article provides an important new'.

0.
direqion for 4ssesSing learning problems and contains many valuable

,
,

.
,

-.

ideas Which could be incorporated with already e*isting evaluative
f

tools.

.s4

RT: The author's specific'suggestions'for analyzing the cliseroom

;environment at thorough and well-organ4ed. However, the model
-

ignotes the cognitive aSpects of learning.' AlthOu0 the model was

,4 N ..
.x0t signed to emphasizec cognitive factors, any well - packaged ,`-k.

t. -chec ist tuna the risk of being !interpreted awa total evaluative
, . ,.,

. package. The author should have-stressed more emphaticallrthat one
* 1, .
'

must ttIso assess the doggitie aspects of the task and the lamer.
,

4!I': .. ,
1 *

Johnson, DJ; Educational prinikles for children with learning diea-1

,, hilifies. %RehabilitationLit2ature, 1967,28, 317-322.
.

0 -- .
..+r .'

? %., --. f
Johnthon*emphasizee that diagnosis should seek for pat(erns n a childrs-

., '
. ..

410. . f. responses. She suggests using task analysis to help the Eiicher-focus on. ,...'4'
. . ,

. ,
. . A .

processea,'nol-just subject matter.

7 IJ
'sr

7
-25-
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RT: Teachers of reeding should read carefullyJohnson's explanation

of:how a deficit in one area'can be manifedted by low achievement in

another area. They should also note her stress on- transferring

isolated skills'by relating them beck to language and communication.

LD: Although this article is fairly. old (1967), it contains some

. ,.

specifid suggestions that are applicable to LD practices today. Even

'4 t
though the definition Of LD has changed somewhat in recent years, LD

teachers should consicl ..-TOnson!s suggesAona Of looking for learning

patterns, diagnosinglairengths and weaknesses; collecting objective'

data,, and using diagnOsie ego plan for remediation. Her emphasis on

language is-especially pertinent.

=
Lovitt, T.G. AsselieM&:of children with learnIng EXceptiolta

4
,.' '

Children, 1967, 34,,- W-235.
e

'- '

. , . ....r..'

Lovitt'suggests that when assessing children with learning disabiaies,

4`

functional data concerning behavior be' gathered. In this way diagnostic
' -

information can.,be-',:translated into academic programs.

. -

RT:: The value ofIvitt's'iocueon accumulating extremely pregise
,

data rests on the tenuous assumption ,thtocompletely individualized
9 . , s

I. .

programscan be based on these dataAand carried out consistently.

Data should not_iiie gathered just as data hit 0615? if akey can

realistically be Of use.

;

4 ,-.10**WW



LD: Lovitt s article reinforces the need for gathering data'on observable

behaviors,00btaining reliable base line datal.and continuing Observation'

on behaviors reMediaeedthroughtise of these data. The article can be useful

,

' in encouraging-the-evaluator/programmer to make judgments based on good
-

accurate data, not on expectation or preconceived- notions. 4

Mavrogenes, N.A., Hanson, E.F., and Winktley,.C.,r A guide to tests of

factors that inhibit_ learning to read-. The Reading Teacher, 1976, 29, 343-35P.

The, authors have compiled _en annotated-list of diagnostic-tests intended to

-Se Used to identify factots that may inhibit progratiO in reading. Included
.

are tests of visual and auditory skills, senSory-motor and perceptual -motor
- r. .

.---------
. -&-,develwment, articulation, and comprehension and usa of language, as well as

rY
.general screening` tests. Jr

; ..-

- ..ii

RT: . The list is well-organized'and has muCh'useful information. The,--,
?°-

,, , r

list should' help teachers of reading to become more aware of possibly,
. .. /,- _ .

., . . - , s
cz.--inhibiting factors dii&-tot.Delvr able to interpret the results of

-
-

testsgiven by other specialists.Apf auts include a needed word

f ,-

.

.

-of caution about using tests with inadequate 4andardization_or --'0FiAb. .

.. ,I., -- '

, . .

validity. .

LD:AThis useful,, review could have been eves better if the comments
4

had also dealt with whether or not the factors,being tested do Indeed

inhibit acquisition of reading skills- The, jibt shOuld help LD

teachers to decide the need for further testing and to become-aware
a .

of the large notber of Instruments, .gpod and bad, that are available. *
. , -

.. .

-27-
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-

Newcomer, P.L. and
r

survey.- The Readl.ng Teacher, 1975,-28, 731-741.
so

A

.

D.D. /TPA and academic achievement: -a
-

.4

The authors report the results of a largenumber of studies and conclude

that theITPA Mass little predictive-or, diagnostic validity.

RT: The It- is a good-example of the'pseud r,scientific mystique

#

that often surroundsothe LD field. Both eading and LD teachers

need to realize that neither field has ouAd the answers for certain
-#

yet.

LD: The article should be Valuable in providing LD teachers, with

solid data about the lack of usefulness of'the process construct (as

-

depicted-by the "'TPA) for educational. porposes. Hopefully the article

,w1.11 help redirect LD prograps still adhering to

'instruction.'

Schain,

the-process-model of,

Neurology of childhood lear.Ang disorders.

Williams and 'Wilkins, 1972;.

Schaii-cdiscusses in detailI/rious neurological ,aspects
.

Baltimore:

of childhood

letrning disorders. He presents ln OVervieWof the etiological -factors'
.

,. .
,

of dyslelcia and other reaming problems citing a-great

.04

research.

LD: :Although this-it i'medicall);oriented
,,. ..

langodge.uuderstandableio'the layperson.

deal of medical

book,' it is written in

After -reading the bOok,

LD teachers may have a'mdrelprecise understanding, of why some of

their students manifgst'certain behaviors. The final chapter gives a

clearr,
. ,

s,

concise systemof classifYhg according to the "primary origin

4

- ,



of the learning disorder." Some teachers will agree with the author

that efforts need to be made to.understand-the primdfy source of these.

children's problems.

RT: Schain's thorough review of the evidence'concerning_causation and

symptoms of learning disorders should help some educators re-evaluite

their use of labels that have little empirical support.

Venezky, R.L. Testing in reading. Urbana: National- - Counci9.=o1 Teachers 4

of English, 1974.

Venezky suggests ten canons for guiding assessment and decision - making

about instruction:-

.f
Ier: This monograph is very short (24 pp.). and to the point. Venezkks

canons remove assessment from the realm of mysticisl_and_place it 'back

at the ptacticS1 level.

LD: These canons again emphasize

pariOf any instruttional.programil.

dealitg specifically with reading,

areas.

that assessment must be an integral

Venezky's monograph, gh

is,generalizable to all instructional

TV.

v

Wedell; K. Diagnosing learning difficulties: 'A sequential strategy.

Journal of Learning Disabifitied,-1970, 3, 15-21..

The alifgOr proposes a Sequende.of diagnostic strategies to be used by

I

psychologists* in.assetsing children:with learning disabilities.

Ofew

729-- 31
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a.

le
RT: Wedell's'concept of a level d system of diagnosis can be

'adapted tb many.profeasions. The/Suggestion

lessons for diagnosis is particularly valuable..

LD: The'article provides specific methodology

ordering an evaluatibn. Wedell gives exAmlfs

---

areas and cautions against making too

Af effect.

r.

4

rt

1

.

, c 7

am*

4

the use of mini-

4ar organizing and
4,

of potential pilem

rapi s u4tion6 s of cause and

3.

'32
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VI. Educational Strategies

Church, M. Does visualpercept on'traininghelp beginning readers?
.-.---- ,

°

s.

The Reading Teacher, 1974, 27, 61-3641

Church reports the results of,a,
. .

training programjoKzisual Arc

tudy: that showed that a formal

tion Was,not stlperior to an informal

, .

program thatused gamelike manipu ative materials. She also suggeSts

that workbooks may deprive childre of oppOrtunities for learning in

N other areas, such as language deve opment.

RT: Church's article is mislabel

tw'/
the question-of whether visual. pe

I

to improved reading'readiness or

unanswered:

LD: While the queStion of the e

d. No control group was used, o

ceptIon trainifig-in any fOrm leads

'ading achievement scores is left

ect of visual perception' training

is left unanswered, some worthw ile suggestions of game Materials fot

pOssible visual- perceptual t ininglare made. The question-of what are
I

appropriate goals for kindergartem,children is also incidentally raised

and
,e-P-

may be of intereSeio teachers exploring factors which thy contribute
1_ -

-

to "early failures." L.
FOLtev, G.G., Reese, J.11., Schmidt, C.R., arid Ohrtman, W.F. dodaIity

A

preference and the learning of sight words. Journal of Special EduAtion,

1976 10, 253-25t.

"?'

A



a

The results of this study showed that subjects with an auditory
.

,

preference retained significantly more sight- words than vista].
. .

Keference subjects when.boih were taught by auditory methods.

Visual leatners retained.more words when taught visually-that

auditorally. However audifori, and visual learners did about equally.

.
: well when taught by visual methods and auditory subjects did equally

' t

well when taught by ,either visual-or auditory methods.' The authors"

conclude that visual preference subjects were handicapped by being

taught by auditory methods.

RT: This research strengthens the position of Nose educators

why suggest that both modalities ehould be used

to read; "in this manner children can choose to

tion of_visual'and audiiory cues whieh are most

td teach children

latiIize the combika-

beteAcihl to them-

cs; aelVes. In addition this study confirms.that few students can be

identified as haVing a strongmodality preference.

LD: While some special children may learn better through visually

orietited methods, the-article confirms that insufficient evidence

'exists to su*gesttbsi modality preference_ alone should guide.

)
reading instruction. The article should, help remind the LD teacher

of the many aspects It:volved in reading.

4or

. .

HaMmill, D. .Training visual perceptual aburnal of Learning

Disabilities, 1972, 5, 552 -559.

4



la

,The 'author reviews research that defines visual perception, studies

that investigate the relations* between reading comprehension and
_

. - .
. , .

.
-

visual perception, and research that looks at the_effect of visual per-

ceptiontraining on visual peiteption and on reading. Hamill concludes

that there is little correlation between, visual perception measures and

.reading comprehension testa,-and-'that visual perception training prr grams
.

, .
1

_f

have no positive effect on reading and possibly none-on visual perc tion

w

itself.

RT: This article confronts the central issues tof the role 'of'

,
....f. ___i

visual perteption.training. Thareview of the literature is thorough
d

-- --N,

and ell organized. Hamill s insistence on using only__studies.id

which reading achievement is measured -by comprehension tests and,flot

just word recognitifa scores is commendable.

LD: LD cher s.who include training-of visual perception in their

programs\are well ,advised to read this organized and dOcumented

article.

-

Johnson; D. and 14.ftlebust, H. Learning disabilities; Educational

principles and practices.' New York;- GrUne and Stratton, 1967.
:3-

This text about learning and language disorders has a psychoneuro

emphasis. Criteria for identification of' various learning disabiltie re
, , - ._.

given and iemedial'tedullgues Are
--,

35
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LD: Despite recent ehanges in the LD field, much information

in the book is still very useful. Of particular interest arethe

remediation techniques and the emphasis on language:*

4

'4RT: Theformat of the book may lead readerd;to incorrectly

perceive various learning disabilities as discrete and'easily

-
categorized'. This problem is especially apparent.in the section

lonreading disability, 'in. Which severe reading problepvre des-

cribed as either visual or auditory dyslexia. The corresponding,

remediation suggestions emphasize only the visual and auditory

aspects of reading and'make little use of language cues.

'Kenney, E.T. Education for children wit*earning disabilities., In

J. Harstein
-
(Ed.)i Current concepts in dyst ia. St.°I,Duii*: C.V. Mosby

Co., 1971.

The author reviews techniques and instruments used foi identifying

students as learning disabled. The rationale for using these instruments

is, given. The program of a private school for LD cl4ldren is described.

in -detail..

RT: -This article should Pkove very useful to the educator interested

in an introduction to the terminology, areas of interest, atd-proceddige

in the LD field. The article showathe bias of some LD theorists-toward

. compensating for rather than'iemediating learning problems. As a reading
s.

teacher I am uneasy with Kenneyts-stress on the use of instruments that
: --,

'have unproven validity (her own admission) and her interest in deficits ..

,

that are correlated with poor achievement but have not been shown to be

related in a causative way.

-34-
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LD: Kenney's_point that the piesent

means remediation of learning proce

or arithmetic is.not completely'ace

would discount the value of bregki

concept'of ecial help,

that.underlie'readlrii, writing,.
. t

in addition .this'reviewer

tasks tojcomply with the ITPA

model. Kenney's stress on unproven instruments is unfort nate:- Her

. description of academic achievement evaluation is important because it

emphasizes alternate ways of giving and receiving InformatiOn. Her
0

sequential and hierarchical model of teaching js interesting and useful

if properly adapted.

Kephart, N. Motor

.

bas &s of achievement. In'The Slow Learner in the

; Classroom' Columbus, O. Charles Merril?. Co., 1965, pp. 34-53.

Thi:3
(c,

Chapter addressesthe need for efficient movement behavior, posture,

muscle development, laterality, directionality, and body image are described.

Distinction is made between laterality, handedness and directionality.' The

importance of such constructs it preparation for academic. teaching is

emphasized.

e"'

LD: A review of this chapter is ,helpful to the'LD teacher interested

in Kephart's rationale, although the relationship of these attributes,

to academic sulijects.is -questioned by many researchers. Perhaps the

rat fits best in readiness,_ areas.

RT: Kephart offers no support fax his basic hypothesis that higher

activities depend "upon the basic structure orthe muscular activity

upon which they are built"(p. 36). -Furthermore he suggestsjew

direcv_relationships between,these motor components and academic

achievement4 This article may-be of value to-the reading'teacher,

only,as-a source of infoiMntion for knowing what some LD- teachers

may be talking about..

-35- 37
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Kershner, J.R. Reading and-laterality revisited. Journalof,S ecia

. Education, 1975, .92,,.269-279.

-)

c
/

In this detOlad and rather specific article,' Kershner reviews recent

research in the areas of dominance, hemisphere, lateralizatipn, and

'spatial abilities in order to examine the relationship between reading
. -

laterality, 'Ind hemispheric processing. k

LD: The article is somewhatdetailed for a reader with limited

backgroupd in this area; however it can provide an overview for

one interested in research concerning specifiineurological and

physiological( aspects whichthe author feels are related to/readi

The article should also enhance _a reader `s general knowleagi of [

the brOad parameters of LD and reading.disorders. Unfortu ately

g.

Kershner provides no information on What to do with this owledge.

RT: The article_ 18 extremely complex and highly specula ive. The

`studies pertaining to reading deal primarily with letter recognition

rather than with the reading of words or connectedtext, The author

fails to provide convincing eviderice that spatial assymetry itself

does have an effect on reading; furthermore he admits that prograMs

to train laterality have not bten successful.

Larsen, S.C. .The influence of teacher explptations on the school per
. k

formance of handicapped child, Focus on Exdeptional Children, 1975, 8,

1-13.

V
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Larsen pre4ents the'components and effects of teacher exp ctationi /.

y haveon students and discuses the implications these expectations
/ -

_.==- .

,
.

for special education. 'The 'author reviews the research on self- ulfilsling
t.N.0

prophecies and teacher expectation aria indicates- that intervention may be

needed at the instructor level as ninth as at the student level. Assumptions

underlying what mso'or may not be handicapping conditions are identified,

with a stress on what seems-tbe the teacher«s role in creating Iicgesak,

or failure.

LD:t1Despite the lack of specific reference to4LD students, this

r t

article is a very important one for LD teachers. The understiding

. ....) _

of the.effect of teaser 'expectation, of what labeling does to in-
Lt.

-hibitlearning and of the need to create more flexible instructional

situations in all learning areas is vital: This article seems to point

If towards a,direttion of teacher change which hopefplly may eliminate c

learning problems in many areas. .

.

,
,

RT: Teachers of all childrimshould Carefully consider the author's
-. ,. e

point of view. The.articj..e is especially important for teachers kn-

,vblved in mainstreaming the child with special educational needs.

Minskoff, E.H. Creating and evaluating remediation for the learning

disabled. Focus on Exceptional Children,,1973; 5, 1-11.

r

The author discusses a variety of methods and materials that may be de- )

vised, or puchased by LIY'teachers. The purposes of-the author are:

4) to give guidelines for teachers to create or modify materials to meet

. , c ,

.
- 4

the needs of LD stddeftts; 2) to assist teachers in evaluating materials;

ancl 3) to provide teachers with criteria for assessing research on'the

efficacy of materials and methods.

,

39
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LD: The guidelines are excellent.. Some of the PxamplesNiven

rela0' to concerns,.no-longer stressed in Many LD programs; hbwever,-

the generalities still apply.

RT: Most of the guidelines are excellent and. would'be very

-,compatible,with Current theory in the development of reading.

However, No,.8 ('rovide Small Steps-in a Gradtated- Auence of
----

Learni4) shows a lack of understanding of'the contribution of

1 guage to reading and does snot acknowledge the desirable be;

-h vior'of looking at whole words.

help_train visuallaemorY;-o

advisable,,

Although the example given may
.

se of this suggestion .is not

Minskoff, E. H. Remediating auditory-verbal learning disabilitiek:

The role of questions in teacher -pupil interaction. Journal'of. .

e , .

Learning Disabilities, 1974, 7, 400-413.

r
.

Minskoff describeitquestions that. may be used-in teaa6et-pupil verbal;
,f

,interaction.to remediate specific auditory and verbal disabilities:1r°

,
Some guidelines-are given for constructing appropriate questionsn

.*.
.

, °.1 ....

.

seiieral'areas,sincluding reading comprphen on. _
.

i

LD:
4011.

e

a
*

:

This important article gives direction to the.fMkteachef for

using a powerful remediation'tool--the development of comprehension

through carefully organized -quest ioning.' The stress_on language

,and cognitive development is helpful; however4tWartiCldls a11. sion

to deficiEs.in processes and the.qpestions suggested for remediation*

deficient process areas lessens its impact..

eiQ
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RT: The'authorld-detaile& "rationale for using specific kinds of' ,

)4

. i
11 % , ., ..

questions foi certain disabilities has credibility Onlyif one
. .

. ..

',. ..
_

'_ 4. 0'
, .

accepts the Validity of the /TtA and the process model 0r disa-
.

bility. When discussing reading comprehension,he author abandons
.4'

the specificity she used4Wealing with process and.treats

reading compreheneion only in the broadest rte a.

f t.'

Newcomer, P.L. andeGoodmani L. Effect pfmodality-of instrue. t n on the 4
A:r. ,

0
.

0

,

): learning of meaningful:and nonmeaningf4 material by auditory and visual' .'

learners. Journal of Special 'Education, 975, 9,1*01-260.1
.

If -

This article deFonstrateEA that.despite'the appeal of.aptitude-treatment
.

'

. : interaction instructional programs, there is,no evidence that. supporti
''

'.

. .

their value'. Results ofthe-Anthor'S research indicate.thsi most
1 lt,

children eppearf.lio benefit from instruction 'with' visual materials and
.

- . , f
:..that those,with

,

serions_acedemic diffic4tiesIgi11 benefit frompas many
,,,,,. ) , , _

meaningful associatiws ,to new material as!mrhe teacher can demons4kie."
. - ,

, .

I
., I

. aR ' .- , I
I, --,,

LD: Ile-irticle furthe'r emphasizes the need-td.evftuateprograms an

y the ratifin4e/on which thel'are based as well as methods used.
;

_ ,' . .
.' ,,. - 6

RT: ,The article confirms-the'belief-of many yeading theOrists
. -

.
. 0- . .

, . ---- ..

'that learning 3s often ,best accomplished y presenting the learner
,

4With4he*whole teiCend alldwing thllearn to interact w it in
. ,

.. ,

his or, her unique'madner4

.a

O

0

0

A r
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Orlando, C. and Lynch, J. Learning disabi/itids or.educational

casualtied/ Where do-we go from here? _The Blementaty School,Jdu?nal,

1974, 74; 461-4t7.

v./

10 .Orlando and Lynch ;criticize the trend in evaluation of looking for a

-deficit in-the,student rather than in the als and directions of theIR

educational system itself. The authors indicate that'manyedncational.

'`
digabilities a+ caused by gn inflexible instructional sydtem. They re-

_ .

view die problems of between studentswho mature sloWly

and those who have ,problems that,i4hibit,learning" She art ,ale includes

a plea for more flexible` instruction with moreapplication of learning to

tunctiOnal life uses. Specific infOrilation is giVen.for ways to structure

,--
An- instructional program for students with learing,problems.

LD: The article provides a good review of some educational causes of
1

learning problems and includ9 a specific rev's ew o good,
. 4

teaCkrig techniques. This article should be4XCellent for alerting all '

educationsgtaff to _the need f6r diagn6stic-prescriptive teaching.'.

..-R4 For tile teacher of reading this article has two important implica-
.

, -.-.

.
'ions: 1) Because fydren ,gars it different wayst.forcing all

_
,

.
- children to identify, words in a pre-Selected, prescribed manner is,'

.

,.. % ,
i

.

fl,'siTply not defensible. 2) -Teachers should provid'echildren with sets
.

.-

, 4 t

' rOf strategies, not just with experfise in isolated.skills:
*o.

Spiegel, D.L.tolistic approach to diagnosis ard:remediatiOn.

)teacher, 197A, 21, 37.0-374'.

42

The Reading
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This article gives an overview of holistic approaches to reading, in-

eluding a review of several specifictheqriethand the implications that

_such theories have for the diagnosis of and programming for Students

withkeading disabilities. The author undericores the importance of

meaning and language in reading instruction. She also stresses the

need for sufficient instruction in_decoding.skills to enable the beginning

reader to have a base, 'from which to form

. ,

LD:.- The review, of, specific theories and techniques should provide

the LD teacher with background for understanding a variety of ap-

proaches for reading instruction. The, article should also be helpful,

to LD teachers in,their search for possible factors inhibiting learning
.,1

to read.
4

I

RT: The, article- should proxide teachers with guidelines for balanciing

skill work with ixercises that emphasize the place of these :gall% in the'

total readingproeess.

. . .
, .

Sullivan, J. The effects of Kephart's perceptual -moior training on a

reading clinic sample. Journal of Learning 1972, 5, 545, 551.
N / t

The author concludes that perceptualmotor training does not benefit poor

readers in the middle and upper grades., The'perseptualrmotor,fraining in-

4
.

.

eluded chalkboaid, ocular pursuit, and sensory- motor-'exercises.
I '

k ,

fr

RT:. This*trtzidy. supports the belitt of many'reading teachers that
..

, .

:,i diation of reading problems should. be approached-Primarily through,

ctivities directly related to reading itself and not through isolated
. .

l ` r
,p4attention

to,ipheral;factors--.*

.

,
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. ,

LD:- This articleNshould forcel,D teachers comn1tted to perceptual -

4 . , . -

.

motor.training4as a.prereguisite to reading_to take a critical look
.

at the goats Of their programing. The article acids more evidence to
.f

,

. .

,.. .

4, ,., .

. the propdsition-that-th mostffective way to teach reading is' through--e
-,,-

e

reading-related tasks:-

Thomas, J.R.; Chissom,'13.S., Stewart, C., and Shelley; F. Effects of

.pereptual7motor training, on preschool.children: -A-mdlti-variantapProach.

Research Quarterly, 1-75,,46, 595-513.

The results of-a study designedAo inVestisate:',the effects of

perceptual-motorrtraining, on the perceptual-motor' developinent, self-

concept, and academi&ability of kindergarten children are reported.

,

The training did appear to have some shoriTtermtransfer t&-Academic

abilities, hit this benefit was not ".lasting.
,:'-4 " 1/2

4

RTr Once again.perceptual=motor training (foes notseem to _have en

effect on academic Abilities: :Tetcepirtial4mRtor training improves

perceptual-motor abilities, 4;e-4u* effect on the skills
,00r .9,

related to reading.
A 4m

LD.: lThe lack of 'proof that perceptual 'motor skins transfer to
.

.
.,

aced i6 tasks should encourage LD .tOachers to reasseas-goals,and

4 '
I , '''

t. 4.
pupposes of activities within LD'in'ograms,

% A
. 47- ,Z..

.

Whistler, N.G. Training in
,
firs egradeL Effect on vi sual discriminatiOn

AP

4,

and `beading ability.' Elementary School Journal, f074, 750160-54.
i

t -

*.

-

a



Whistler reports the resultsqf study that investigated the effe6t

)..
. .

dk Asual memory training. Siie conallude4 that visual memory 'training
s .

tesultedt In significantly greater gains in visual discrimination

abilities and in-word reading when the experimental group was compared

\ to a control group. The training appeared to -have had little value for

improving paragraph meaning scores.

RT: Readers should note that Whistler wisely used words and letters,

not geometric designs, in her successful training program. -

.

LD: The study reaffirms that visual discrimination and visual memory
. % .

4training should use actual words and letters. Whistler's article
i

providetYmore questions than solution&

YsseiOke, J.E. and Salvia, J. Diagnostic prescriptive teaching Two

models. Exceptional Children, 1974, 1.81-185.

N
, . . k ,.,i, '

:'i

-,The author contrasts t4sTo theoretical models underlying diagnostic-
.'-'(--,- -TX ...

prescriptilie teaching:
6

assumptions. underlying

ability training, and task analysis. The

diagnostic-prescriptive teaching are specified.

ThA authors conclude that the tatyk analysis model_meets those assumptions

while the ability 7train ) tl does not. The article Igndswith a

\direftive 6*-txpdrimental control and precise evaluation of programs
4

baited on.ability training.

LD: This article is clearly
a

call for striftersupervision of the

kinds of programs that are being developed for students4withinLD

classese_ It points out the need for,LD teachers to research and .

review the'rationale behind their instructional methods.

t..
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eM,

Ysseldyke and Salvia provide a well-reasoned and convincing

attack on the abilitY -training 'approach that underlies. instruction

in some. LD classrooms. Reading teachers who have focused. on reading

instruction will find-much stipkort their practices.

AP

....
4.

_

4
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